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February 17,2003 - SCR#423 - NFENV Chemistry Correction and EBSFAIL 
Code Cleanup 

A call to zero out tempwp array was added to module nfenv.f. The variable tempwp 
was substituted for temprep to reflect the change that the tempwp should be called 
with the temperature of the waste package rather than the temperature of the 
repository. 

The iflagtpa, age, and nset variables and their associated code were removed since 
they were unusedobsolete in the FAILT Module. Additionally, the ebsfaiLdef file 
was modified to remove iflagtpa, iflag, nset, timintv, and age parameters. The FAILT 
and EBSFAIL modules were modified to properly read the newly formatted 
ebsfail.def. 

February 19,2003-SCR#422 - Correct waste package fill time and remove hard- 
coded array references. 

Module RELEASET was modified to change the array references from hard-coded 
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“402” to the value obtained from maxntimei This value is currently set to “401”, so 
I ran a compilation of RELEASET with the -chk (a,e,s) flag set on my PC compiler 
to check for array reference errors and out-of bounds exceptions. 

The output variables of fill time, fill start, and fill stop were added to the output of 
relcum.out which end up in ebsrel.rlt. The waste package average fill time calculation 
in EXEC was modified to produce a weighted average of all packages filled by the 
bathtub model. The flow-through packages were ignored, since their fill time is 
effectively 0.0, and their addition skewed the average to a smaller value. However, 
code was added to the EBSREL module to return the number of waste packages filled 
, and the number of flow-through packages to support the calculation. A new output 
file called wpstats.out was created in the EXEC module to track the calculation o f t  
he weighted average, which include the realization number, subarea, fill time, 
cumulative weighted average fill time, fill start time, fill stop time, number of waste 
packages filled, and the number of flow through packages. If necessary, this fill can 
be hand-checked to confirm the calculations of fill time, the running cumulative 
average of fill time, and other diagnostic information. The output can be compared 
to the other intermediary output files to ensure the data integrity. 

March 1 1,2003- SCR#446 - Correct ecrit and ecorr calculations in module FAILT. 

I modified the module FAILT to “zero out” the ecrit and ecorr values during dry 
oxidation before output to corrode.out. The mode parameter was also added to the 
output file corrode.out. The ecrit and ecorr values for dry oxidation should probably 
be corrected in NFENV, rather than just zeroed in this module. 

The tpa.inp parameter for CriticalRelativeHumidityAirCorrosion has been set to .40 1, 
which is lower than the value for CriticalRelativeHumidityAqueousCorrosion (0.55). 
The air corrosion value should be greater, so I changed it in the tpa.inp file to 0.60. 
I do not know if this is necesssarily the value we want to use, but it does produce a 
different set of chemistry values during the runs. It will have to be verified by the 
engineers familiar with that portion of the program data. 

March 13,2003- Validation Testing 
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I have been working on the validation testing for the ebsre1.f file. Building the ebsre1.t 
and ebsre1.h was relatively straightforward, but I have run into problems with the 
include files. They generate fatal errors for producing executable statements prior to 
declarations. I put variable declaration statements into several include files in order 
to solve the problem. There were also cascading effects on other modules. These 
include the following: 

Include File 

ebsre1.i 

maxnchain. i 

maxclnuc. i 

maxc1nuc.i 

maxnnucl. i 

Modules Affected: 

ebsrel. f 

ebsrel. f 

ebsrel. f 

ebsrel. f 

ebsrel.f, ebsfi1t.f 

maxnsuba.i I ebsre1.f 

maxntime.i ebsrel.f, seismo2.f, releaset.f,dsfailt.f, 
mechfail.f, ebsfi1t.f 

path.i I ebsre1.f 

reader.i I ebsre1.f 

March 15,2003 - Validation Testing, ebsre1.t 

Continued building the test driver ebsre1.t. The current plan is to develop two initial 
tests. The first will compare the expected vs. actual output with seismicFailDS 
parameters all set to zero percent. The second will compare the expected vs. actual 
output with parameter seismicFailDS set to 100.0% 
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March 15,2003 - Validation Testing, addebsnef.t 

Ran into problems with the ebsre1.t validation of the two tests, so I need to ask a few 
questions about the output, and whether the test will actually validate anything at all. 

Began working on the smaller subroutine addebsnef.t. One test will be constructed. 
The test will determine whether the ebssnf.dat and ebsglass.dat are added together 
properly by reading in the resulting ebsnef.dat and comparing the three data files. 

March 18,2003 - Validation Testing, releasecolloids. t 

Began to work on the third subroutine in ebsnef.f, releasecol1oids.t. The first two tests 
will read and compare the output file ebsnef.dat with the input files ebsnef.out and 
ebscld.out. 

March 2 1,2003 - Validation Testing, releasecolloids.t, addebsnef.t 

Completed the modifications for both subroutines, and the overall driver ebsre1.t in 
order to validate the ebsre1.f module. Discovered a potential bug in the software and 
submitted it to George Adams for verification and courses of action. 

March 21,2003 - Validation Testing SZFT module 

Began the validation test routine development for SZFT. Completed the routines for 
centroid.t, and distanceto1ine.t. Reformatted much of the code for SZFT.f in 
accordance to the new style guide and began defining the variables that were 
previously covered under the implicit naming conventions. 

March 21,2003 - Validation Testing, EBSREL.t 

One test was used to complete the test for the module, and it consisted of setting the 
seismicFailDS parameter to 0.0. This should result in the nuclideSolubilityAffected, 
qm3peryrpenvpinsahit, ciperyrinsaintolowerz, releasewpfailedtime, wpFillTime, and 
wpFilled to all be zero. The ciperyrinsaintoloweruz test was the one that did not 
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validate correctly, and George Adams is looking into the problem. All of the other 
tests passed for a run of 100,000 years with 250 realizations and 10 subareas. 
Likewise the testing of addebsnef and releasecolloids also passed under the same 
testing period. The addebsnef test consisted of a glass to spent fuel ratio of 0.20, as 
it is in the current tpa.inp file. If the ratio is set to 0.0 or 100.0 percent, addebsnef is 
not run, since there are not two files to concatenate resulting from the run. The one 
test for addebsnef reads the data from ebssf.dat and ebsglasdat and compares them 
to the values read from ebsnef.dat for congruency. 

The releasecolloids test case also passed under the same test conditions (100,000 yrs, 
250 realizations, 10 subareas). The test consists of reading the values produced in 
ebscld.out and ebsnef.out, then comparing them to what exists in ebsnef.dat. This was 
performed by stepping through the two input files (ebscld.out, ebsnef.out) and finding 
each nuclide within the ebsnef.dat output file. Once each is found, the nuclide 
parameters are read and verified between the two files. 

March 23,2003 Validation Testing for SZFT 

Designed two test cases for the calc-vel-gwtt routine. The first sets the flow rate to 
OdO and then verifies the output of avgwtt and vell output values. The second test sets 
a high flow rate of ld8 with a small strtubelen of ld-8. The avgwtt output value is 
compared against OdO and 5d0 per layer for valid values. The tests were successful. 

One test case was designed for the centroid subroutine. A square from Od0,OdO to 
4d0,4d0 is constructed, and the centroid is calculated to be at 2d0,2d0. The test was 
successful. 

Two test cases were built for the distancebetween2points subroutine. The first sets a 
line from Od0,OdO to OdO, ldO, and calculates the expected outcome of Id0 for the 
length. The second case places both points co-located at ld0,ldO and calculates the 
expected outcome of OdO for the length of the segment. 
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Four separate test cases were written for the disttoline subroutine. The line is set from 
OdO to 1dO. The test cases are 1.) a point located off the line at Od0,ldO; 2.) a point 
located on the line at OdO, 5d- 1 ; 3 .) a point located at the first endpoint (OdO, OdO); and 
4.) a point located at the second endpoint (OdO, 1dO). All tests passed with the 
appropriate return values of 1 .O, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, respectively. 

The subroutine interpolateTA1 was tested with three separate tests on a square table 
from Od0,OdO to ld0,ldO. The first test the subroutine with a value centered on the 
table, and the width and length values were tested against the known values of 0.5 
successfully. The second test placed the point on the upper bound of the table 
(ldO,ldO), while the third test placed the point on the lower bound of the table (OdO, 
1dO). Both were successfully tested and resulted in the correct positions on the table. 

The subroutine rangecheck was tested with three separate tests against a line from 
(0,O) to (2,O). The first placed a point on the center of the line (O,l) ,  the second placed 
a point on the lower bound of (O,O), and the third puts the point on the upper bound 
of (2,O). All three tests passed. 

March 24,2003 Validation Testing for SZFT 

The subroutine getszunits was tested using two individual tests. The first sets the 
critical group to a high value (ld10 km). The subarea length (salength) should have 
decreased and the subarea width (sawidth) should have increased over a smaller length 
value from the critical group. The second test sets the critical group to a small value 
(Id0 km). The salength is larger than that of a greater distance to the critical group. 
In this test case, the sawidth cannot be reliably tested. Both tests passed. 

The subroutine setvelfile was tested with two versions. The first set the samixlength 
to a large value (5d10). The calculated values should have returned the value of the 
mixvel. The second test sets the samixlength to a small value (5d-10). The value of 
samixlengtW5.0 should be returned as the output. Both tests passed as expected. 
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The main subroutine szft was tested using two passes. The first scales 
ciperyrinsaintosz to a smaller value than the original values ( multiply by ld-2). The 
second scales the ciperyrinsaintosz to a larger value than the originals ( multiply by 
ld5). In the first case, the out put values should be smaller than the original values, 
while the second test should result in larger values than the original output. Both tests 
passed. 

March 28, 2003 Validation Testing for SZFT 

A test case for prenefmksa was designed to by setting ciperyrinsaintosz to 1dO. The 
flow values should be reflected in the sotnef.dat file, given that the number of neflegs 
is greater than zero, otherwise the routine is skipped. The test passed. 

April 2,2003 Validation Testing for SEISM02 

The buildmechfailinputfile subroutine was tested by opening, reading, then comparing 
the values of the mechfail.inp file with each of the passed parameters. The test passed. 

April 3,2003 Validation Testing for SEISM02 

The getintegerfromfile subroutine was tested by writing a sample integer (500) to a 
test file, and then read back from the file. The test passed. 

The getrealarray subroutine was tested by writing an array of 10 real values (100.0 .. 
1000.0) and reading them back from the test file. The test passed. 

The setintegerarray subroutine was tested by writing a supplied array of 5 integer 
values (1 .. 5) that are written to a sample file, then read back in and verified. The test 
passed. 
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The setintegervalue subroutine was tested by writing a supplying integer (500) to a 
sample file, and then read back in and verified. The test passed. 

The setrealarray subroutine was tested by writing an array of 5 real values (100.0 .. 
500.0) to a sample file, and then read back in and verified. The test passed. 

The setrealvalue subroutine was tested by writing a real value (500.0) to a test file. 
The value is read back in and verified. The test passed. 
The setstringvalue subroutine was tested by supplying a string to a test file, and 
subsequently read back in for verification. The test passed. 

The buildcharacterstring subroutine was tested by providing “ParmA.”, 555, and 
“.Parml3” as input to the subroutine. The expected output of “ParmA.555.ParmB” 
was compared and verified. The test passed. 

April 5,2003 Validation Testing for SEISM02 

To test the seismo subroutine, the mechfail.dat file is read and the parameters are 
verified. The test passed. 

April 9, 2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The subroutine getintegervalue is tested by writing a sample integer (500) to a test file, 
and subsequently reading that integer back in and verifying it’s value. The test 
passed. 

April 10,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The function enorm0-2d was tested with a given line (ld0,ldO to 5d0,5d0). The 
euclidian normal can then be calculated as the dsqrt(3.2dl). The test passed. 
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The function enormsq0-2d was tested with a given line (ld0,ldO to 5d0,5d0). The 
euclidian normal can then be calculated as 3.2dl. The test passed. 

The getfirsttimeofdryout subroutine was tested with three separate tests. The tpa.inp 
parameter for ‘Select Reflux Model (1,2,3)” must be set to option “2” for the tests to 
be executed. For the first test, the peak dryout time is set above all temperature values 
and the boiling point is centered within the time values. In the second test, the peak 
dryout time is centered amongst all temperature values and the boiling point is placed 
above the peak dryout time. In the third test, the peak dryout time is centered amongst 
the temperature values, and the boiling point is place below the peak dryout time. In 
all cases, the individual tests passed. 

The getlasttimeofdryout subroutine was tested with three separate tests. The tpa.inp 
parameter for ‘Select Reflux Model (1,2,3)” must be set to option “2” for the tests to 
be executed. For the first test, the last time of dryout should be the last time value 
when the peak time is less than the point that the repository reaches the boiling point. 
In the second test, the last dryout period should be given a -1dO value when the peak 
time is greater than the point that the repository reaches the boiling point. In the third 
test, the last dryout period should be given a -1dO value when the peak time is greater 
than the point that the repository reaches the boiling point and the boiling point is 
above all repository temperatures. In all cases, the individual tests passed. 

The getpeaktimeofdryout subroutine was tested with three separate tests. The tpa.inp 
parameter for ‘Select Reflux Model (1,2,3)” must be set to option “2” for the tests to 
be executed. For the first test, the peak dryout time is equal to the time of the highest 
temperatures of the repository. The boiling point was set to the center of the 
repository temperature values, and the peak time was set at the initial temperature. 
For the second test, the peak dryout time is equal to the highest temperature of the 
repository. The boiling point is set to the center of the repository temperature values, 
and the peak time was set centered within the repository temperatures. For the third 
test, the peak dryout time is -1dO and the time of peak dryout is -1dO when the boiling 
point is set to the center of the repository temperatures and the peak time is set above 
that value. In all cases, the individual tests passed. 
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The nearestpointonline subroutine was tested with four subtests with a line set at 
(Od0,OdO to 4d0,OdO). The first tests with a point at (2d0,2d0) and the neareast point 
was calclulated. The second test works with a point (Od0,4d0) nearest the first 
endpoint. The third test uses a point (4d0,4d0) nearest the second endpoint. And, the 
final test uses a point located on the line (2d0,OdO). In all cases, the tests passed as 
expected. 

The phillips-3d function was tested with two cases. The first sets the interpolated 
thickness value to a small value(1d-2) and then compares the output values for 
depress, shed2, vaporize, and qm3peryrinsaatrep to expected values. The second test 
sets the interpolated thickness value to a large value(ld2) and then compares the 
output values for depress, shed2, vaporize, and qm3peryrinsaatrep to expected values. 
Both tests passed. 

The pvap function is tested with a calculated value (374.3) and the expected output 
of 221.2d5 is compared. The test passed. 

April 12,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The assignconcentrations subroutine was tested with four separate tests where the 
values equal the concentrations provided in the input file multifbe.dat. In the first test, 
the boiling point is set high (5d3) with a low relative humidity (CriticalRHAq - ld-3). 
In the second test, the boiling point is also high at (5d3) with a high relative humidity 
(CriticalRHAq + ld-1). In the third test, the concentrations should be zero when the 
relative humidity is lower (CriticalRHAq*9d-l) and the boiling point is low( ldl) .  
The final test results in values between Epoch1 and Epoch2 by supplying the relative 
humidity value of (CriticalRHAq*l.ldO) and the boiling point at ( ldl) .  All tests 
passed. 

April 14,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 
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The convertuz subroutine consists of two tests. The first sets the qm3peryrinsa to OdO. 
The verification is that the output xmperyrinsa is OdO. The second test sets the flow 
value to Id0 for all time steps, and the expected return is (ldO/area of subarea). Both 
tests passed. 

The dryout subroutine has three tests, which will only be executed while the tpa.inp 
value for “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” is set to option “2”. For the first test, the 
boiling point is set to OdO, so there is no reflux. For the second test the boiling point 
is set to 2d2, the period to ldO, and the xloss-d to OdO, so that the reflux will equal the 
boiling point for all values. For the final test, the boiling point is set to ldO, the period 
to 2d0, and xloss-d to ldO, so that calculated values can be obtained for comparison. 
All tests passed. 

The infil-calc subroutine has three tests, which will only be executed while the tpa.inp 
value for “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” is set to option “2”. For the first test, the 
interpolated xmperyrinsa values are set to OdO, which should result in reflux-I values 
of OdO. The second test the xloss-I values are set to OdO, which should also result in 
reflux-I values of OdO. The third test the xloss-I values are set to ldO, which should 
also result in reflux-I values of OdO. The final test sets the interpolated xmperyrinsa 
values to ldO, which should result in reflux-I values of 1dO. All tests passed. 

The interpolate subroutine is tested by searching the arrays for xmperyrinsa, 
xinterp-xmperyrinsat, and the value calculated from qm3peryrinsa for congruence. 
To speed the process, it is assumed that the data sets of time values are in 
numerical(time) order. 

The losses subroutine has two tests. The first incorporates a small interpolated 
thickness (ld-2) as input, and the losses are calculated based on other given 
parameters. The second test involves a large interpolated thickness (ld2) as input, and 
the losses are calculated based on other given parameters. Both tests passes. 

The perched-vol subroutine is tested by setting the interpolated thickness and shed1 
parameters to OdO. The resulting output should verify that the perched volume and 
equivalent thickness are both OdO. This is a primary driver for other routines. 
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The rock subroutine has four test cases, each of which require that the 
“SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” be set to “2”. The first test case sets the rock thickness 
to OdO, which will set the boiling point to OdO. The second case sets the rock porosity 
to OdO, which sets the boiling point to OdO. The third case sets sat-init and sat-resid 
to values that result in a boiling point to OdO. The fourth case sets the parameters to 
known values that produce a known boiling point. All test cases passed. 

The subroutine thicknress-reader is tested by searching the input file drythick.dat and 
searching the interpolated array values for the values read from the file. To speed the 
search process, it is assumed that both sets of time values (read and calculated) are in 
numerical order. 

April 15,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The newxyinrotcs subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” be set to 
“2”. Known parameters are supplied so that the calculated output coordinates can be 
verified. The coordinate system is rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise and the new 
coordinate point is verified. The test case was successful. 

The nfdrip subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” be set to “2”. 
Known parameters are supplied so that the calculated output values for 
qm3peryrperwpinsa can be verified. It is currently set to the area of the subarea for 
calculation convenience. The test case was successful. 

The saddscale subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” be set to “2”. 
Known parameters are supplied so that the calculated output vector can be verified. 
The test case was successful. 

April 19,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 
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The tabulartemprh subroutine is tested by writing to and reading from a sample output 
file. The sample parameters tempwp, relhumwp, and tim are written to the file, which 
is then read, and the data is confirmed. The test passed. 

April 21,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The refluxl subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” is set to “I”. The 
first test case sets the temperature of the repository to ldO, which should result in all 
of the flow into the subarea hitting the repository. The second test case scales the flow 
input by a factor of (* ldl) .  The resulting output is then compared with the standard 
run for increased reflux flow rate. The final test sets the flow input rates to OdO, which 
should result in output values of OdO. 

The reflux2 subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” is set to “1”. The 
first test case sets the temperature of the repository to ldO, which should result in all 
of the flow into the subarea hitting the repository. For the second test, the time 
parameters are set beyond the reflux end period (ld4) and incremented from 
(ld5..2d5), which will result in flows less than or equal to the input flow. The final 
test scales the flow input rates to (*5d-I), which should result in increased output 
reflux rates. 

The reflux3 subroutine requires that the “SelectRefluxModel( 1,2,3)” is set to “1”. The 
test scales the flow input rates to (*5d-l), which should result in increased output 
reflux rates. 

April 22,2003 Validation Testing for NFENV 

The nfenv subroutine was tested by scaling the flow into the subarea by a factor of ld- 
2. The resulting flows and relative humidity was tested against the standard run, and 
the values should be reported as being smaller. The test passed. 
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April 29,2003 Validation Testing for IAREADER 

The iareader.f file was reformatted and all of the known variables were declared. The 
include files necessary for each subroutine were built. 

The checkforduplicate subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file. The 
input file is then read for the significant duplicate PARAMETER data lines from the 
file. The stored parameter names are then searched for the given duplicate. 

The nextline subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, and then reading 
the significant character data value lines and a data (real) value line from the file. 

April 30,2003 Validation Testing for IAREADER 

The iabarrier subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, then reading in the 
significant BARRIER data line from the file. 

The iacomponent subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, then reading 
in the significant COMPONENT data line from the file. 

The iafile subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, then reading in the 
significant SUBSYSTEM data line from the file. 

The iaparameter subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, then reading 
in the significant PARAMETER data line from the file. 

The iavalue subroutine was tested by creating a sample input file, then reading in the 
significant VALUE data line from the file. 

The iasetup subroutine was tested by reading from the ia.dat file and comparing the 
values to those stored within the subprogram. 

May 3,2003 Validation Testing for DCAGW 
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The copylines subroutine was tested by writing to and reading from a sample output 
file. The test creates a sample input file, then copies lines from that file to another 
using the subroutine. Afterwards, the second file is re-read for confirmation of proper 
subsequential reading. 

The dcagw subroutine was tested by comparing the resulting calculations for 
differences between separate runs. The dcagw subroutine is run with average flow 
from the unsaturated zone, the DMAP values, and the flow from the saturated zones 
all multiplied by ld3. The resulting values for nuclide flow into the groundwater, the 
dilution volume, and the flow per pathway are tested for an increase in value over the 
standard run. 

The gentodcf subroutine was tested by comparing the resulting output files for each 
separate run for differences. The gentodcf subroutine is run with climate = 0 for each 
age group (1 ..6). The resulting gw-cb-ad.dat and gw-cb-ci.dat files are compared 
between runs to ensure that different calculations are produced, given that the input 
data for each age group is different. 

May 5,2003 Validation Testing for DCAGW 

The gentpa subroutine was tested through two separate tests. In the first test, the value 
for climate was set to 0, while the second test sets the climate value to 1 for each age 
group. In the first test, the files gw-cb-ad.dat and gw-cb-ci.dat files are compared 
between runs to ensure that different calculations are produced, given that the input 
data for each age group is different, while the second test compares the resulting 
resulting gw-pb-ad.dat and gw-pb-ci.dat files are compared between runs to ensure 
that different calculations are produced, given that the input data for each age group 
is different. 

May 8,2003 Validation Testing 
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Began porting all of the previous test case code files from my laptop (PC-based, 
FORTRAN 95) to the server Spock (FORTRAN 77) and re-running the test cases. 
Several problems were found, including unused variables that had been defined and 
the use of automatic arrays. 

May 19,2003 Validation Testing 

Despite the success of all tests, the SEISM02: :BuildMechFailInputFile-tc 1 still 
reports that the test has failed. The correct values are passed to the printvalmsg 
routine for successful completion, but a failure result is given. 

May 23,2003 Validation Testing 

Due to problems with array storage declarations, the standard method of testing the 
1AREADER::trim function will not work. Instead a separate program will be written 
to individually test the routine. In this first test, a test string is provided with trailing 
blanks and the resulting length of the return string is tested for the expected size. In 
the second test, an empty string is provided as input, and the result is tested for a zero 
length. 

May 28, 2003 Validation Testing for SEISMO2 

The problem with BuildMechFailInputFile-tc 1 was resolved by taking the absolute 
value of the difference between the given and expected values for double precision 
values and comparing the percentage difference to ld-9 in order to eliminate round-off 
error due to comparing float values. 

May 28,2003 Validation Testing for SEISM02 

Another test case was added for GetIntegerFromFile. A sample float (500.0), along 
with the value name, to a sample file, then calls the subroutine to read back that value 
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as an integer. The retrieved value is then compared to the expected value (500). The 
input format is lpe12.5. 

Another test case was added for GetIntegerFromFile. A sample float value (5e2), 
along with the value name, to a sample file, then calls the subroutine to read back that 
as an integer. The retrieved value is then compared to the expected value (500). The 
input format is f12.5. 

Another test case for GetRealArray was added that writes a formatted sample real 
array of 10 values (100.0 .. 1000.0), along with the value name, to a sample file, then 
calls the subroutine to read back that array. The read values are then compared to the 
expected values (100.0 .. 1000.0). The values are formatted as e15.5. 

Another test case for GetRealArray was added that writes a formatted sample real 
array of 10 values (100.0 .. 1000.0), along with the value name, to a sample file, then 
calls the subroutine to read back that array. The read values are then compared to the 
expected values (100.0 .. 1000.0). The values are formatted as f12.5. 

Another test case was added for GetRealArray that writes a formatted sample real 
array of 10 values (100.0 .. 1000.0), along with the value name, to a sample file, then 
calls the subroutine to read back that array. The read values are then compared to the 
expected values (100.0 .. 1000.0). The values are formatted in mixed formats. 

A final test case was added for GetRealAn-ay that writes a formatted sample real array 
of 10 values (100.0 .. 1000.0), along with the value name, to a sample file, then calls 
the subroutine to read back that array. The read values are then compared to the 
expected values (100.0 .. 1000.0). The values are all formatted in integer format (115). 

June 2,2003 Validation Testing, SEISM02 

Added a test routine for GetIntegerFromFile. This test writes a sample float value 
(5e2), along with the value name, to a sample file, then calls the subroutine to read 
back that as an integer. The retrieved value is then compared to the expected value 
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(500). The input format is f12.5. The test fails and causes a program stop. This test 
will have to be manually enabled in getIntegerFromFi1e.t for testing. 

June 2,2003 Validation Testing, NFENV 

Added two new test cases, one each for enormsq0-2d and enorm0-2d to test the 
functions with a pair of co-located points. The subroutines both provided a OdO result 
for the normal, as expected. Three new test cases were added to the GetIntegerValue 
subroutine, where the sample file is provided a float value, in three different formats, 
to see if they can be retrieved properly as integers. All three tests failed. 

June 4,2003 Validation Testing 

Began integrating and recompiling all PC-based code on the SUN system (spock). 
Primarily ran across errors with automatic arrays and unused/defined variables. These 
types of errodwarnings are not reported on the Lahey PC compiler. 

June 9,2003 

Ran into problems with the iareader::trim function. Rather than removing the trailing 
blanks, a string of the allocated length is returned along with the padded trailing 
blanks. Decided to write a separate program to test the subroutine individually, with 
the hope that it would alleviate the problem. 

June 17,2003 

The iareader: :trim function still operated as before, despite numerous attempts at 
changing the code to try and provide satisfactory results. Incidentally, apparently the 
Lahey FORTRAN 95 compiler has an intrinsic function that performs the trim 
functionality properly. During initial testing, this function must have been called 
rather than the user-defined function, providing false positive results on the PC. 

June 24,2003 
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After talking with Ron Janetzke, we examined the use of the iareader::trim function. 
It is only used at one location in the code, and does not appear to be of any value. We 
decided to remove the function completely, and then test the code to ensure that it still 
ran properly. 

June 26,2003 

The new version of the TPA 5.0 test code with the iareader::trim function removed 
seems to test out correctly and provide the same results as the original version. For 
the next software revision, I recommend that we remove that function completely to 
prevent errant use in the future by other programmers. 

July 1,2003 SVTR Testing for item C2-4 

Began designing and performing the validation testing for item C2-4. This applies to 
the NFENV module and the test is designed to verify the pH values provided to 
EBSFAIL and EBSREL. The pH values will also be verified for consistency with the 
chemistry used in determination of deliquescence relative humidity. 

July 4, 2003 SVTR Testing for item C2-4 

Lauren Browning provided information about the chemistry aspect of SVTR C2-4 and 
provided a reference that uses empirical tests and other evidence to support the 
chemistry values use to determine the deliquescent relative humidity. In order to 
support the consistency of pH values, the time-dependent pH values in nfenv.rlt, 
ebstrh.dat, and ebsnef.ech should be consistent. The EBSFAIL and EBSREL modules 
should use these values when calculating the time-dependent chemistry values. 

Tests were conducted to verify the consistency, and all tests passed. For a full 
description of the test methodology, test plan, and test results, reference the CD 
labeled “tpa50j-C2-4.” 
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July 8,2003 Validation Testing 

Continued integrating and recompiling all PC-based code on the SUN system (spock). 

July 14,2003 SCR #426 

Began performing the acceptance testing for TPA SCR 426. The SCR addresses a 
number of problems. Here is the description from the SCR: 

> ----- 
During the operational period, the seismo module performs mechanical failure 
calculations. The seismo module will be modified to no longer perform 
mechanical failure calculations during the operational period. 

The seismic hazard curve is sampled for each subarea. The EXEC module will 
be modified to sample the hazard curve for each realization instead of each 
subarea. In addition, the output to the seismo.ech file is confusing. This file 
contains information that remains the same for all realizations; other information 
that remains the same for all subareas within a realization, and finally, information 
that changes for each subarea of a realization. The EXEC module will be 
modified to display the three different types of information in seismo.ech. Also, 
within subroutine writeepaccdf, the parameter ikey was eliminated and replaced 
with a logical flag. In addition, a parameter iaml was used to store the index to 
module variable ' ArealMassLoading [MTU/acre] . ' 

Within tpa.inp, the Indrift-Cl(F1, pH, C03)-PreTemperaturePeak, the 
I n d r i f t - C l ( F 1 ,  p H ,  C 0 3 ) - P o s t T e m p e r a t u r e P e a k ,  
Wastepackage-DeltaECrit-PreTemperaturePeak[VSHE], and 
Was tepac kage-Del taECri t-Pos tTemperaturePeak [ VS HE] values are incorrect . 
The chemistry parameters for the pre and post temperature peak will be modified 
to reflect sample distributions instead of the constant parameters currently in the 
tpa.inp file. The DeltaECrit parameters will be changed to constants of 0.0. 
During the operational period, conditions of high waste package temperature 
(>97C) and relative humidity (> 0.56) contribute to early failures of the drip 
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shield. The relative humidity during the operational period and the period 
immediately following will be modified to reflect the conditions in the drift during 
these periods. 

Within module NFENV, for the call to subroutine cond3dxyzt, the z-direction 
location where the temperature increase is to be calculated is hard coded to 2.5. 
It should instead be the radius of the drift. This parameter will be modified to be 
o n e - h a l f  t h e  v a l u e  of  t p a . i n p  s a m p l e d  p a r a m e t e r ,  
“EmplacementDri ftDiame ter [ m] . ” 

Module NFENV calls subroutine getIntegerValue which is the same subroutine 
as getIntegerFromFile in module SEISM02. Therefore, a separate file utility 
module, FILEUTIL, will be created to contain the file utility routines needed by 
NFENV and SEISM02. 

For advective release during weld failures, it is necessary to account for the 
fraction of waste packages oriented correctly for water to flow into the surface of 
the weld. This change affects EBSFAIL and RELEASET. Also, there is an error 
in RELEASET in accounting for corrosive failure. Either the waste package or 
the weld could fail and cause corrosive failure. Currently, the code only accounts 
for corrosive failure of the waste package. 
<----- 

July 17,2003 SCR #426 

The SCR affected a number of areas, and necessitated 1 process level and 7 system 
level tests. For full details of the affected areas, tests, and test results, please reference 
the CD labeled “Test Plan and Test Results for SCR#426”. All tests were PASSED. 

July 18,2003 SCR #460 

TPA SCR 460 was produced during validation testing for C16-2, in the ASHRMOVO 
module. The resuspendablefraction variable was producing a cyclic pattern rather 
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than a smooth curve. A small change in the calculation of the term5 variable seemed 
to correct the problem. A few other cosmetic changes were also combined into the 
SCR. 

July 22,2003 SCR #460 

Two acceptance test were designed and executed for the SCR. The first plots the 
values for amassash, amassashredt, and term5 variables from ashrmov0.f and verified 
that the curves have been corrected. The second plots the values for 
resuspendablefraction variable from the dcags.f file and verifies that the curve is now 
corrected. For full test descriptions and results, reference the CD labeled “Test Plan 
and Test Results for SCR#460.” All of the test were PASSED. 

July 22,2003 SCR #450 

TPA SCR 450 consisted of modifications to the colloid filter factors and colloid 
release factors. Additionally, modifications were made to disallow duplicates in the 
colloid or solute nuclide chains as well as the separation of solute from colloid 
nuclides in all output files. 

July 25,2003 SCR #450 

Four system-level tests were designed and executed for TPA SCR #450. For a full 
description of the tests, reference the test plan on the CD labeled “Test Plan and Test 
Results for TPA SCR #450.” All of the test cases PASSED. 

July 28,2003 SCR #454 

One system level test was designed to verify the UZ fracture flow and transport model 
abstraction. The test consisted of 5 cases, where the infiltration rate was set to 16,4, 
2,1, and 0.1 d y r .  For a full description of the tests, reference the CD labeled “Test 
Plan and Test Results for TPA SCR #454.” All of the test cases PASSED. 
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&qL4f4 3/23/05. 

I have reviewed this scientific notebook and find it in compliance with QAP-001. 
There is sufficient information regarding methods used for conducting tests, acquiring 
and analyzing data so that another qualified individual could repeat the activity. 
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